ARTIST APPLICATION
This process is open to visual artists or anyone wanting to create public art! We want to know
about you and how Art to Street fits in with your creative practice.
All applications will be looked at by a panel of creative peers. They will be looking for an
eagerness to get involved with public art and a commitment to the program.
If successful you will get:
- a $2000 commission fee
- to participate in two skills development workshops
- to design and paint your own mural and;
- support other successful artists in their mural as well!
Art to Street will run from May until the end of July. It is a requirement to attend the workshops
on the 25th and 26th of May. If you are not able to attend please contact us before applying.
Please complete this application and, along with two examples of your work, send it to
arts@darwin.nt.gov.au by Monday 13th May.
Please don’t hesitate to email us any questions or give us a call on 0447 234 489.
Name:

Email:

Phone Number:
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1. Tell us a bit about yourself and your creative journey so far. Where would you like to see
your creative work take you in a year, 5 years etc.

2. Art to Street provides a creative mentroship that includes collaboration and active
participation. Knowing this, what are you hoping to get out of Art to Street?

3. We would like to have a sense of your style before the program starts. Please
provide two examples of your work. This can be sketches, paintings, murals etc. If you
have a particular piece that you hope to use during Art to Street, please include it!
Please name your work as follows:
Firstname_Lastname_Medium_Name/Detail
Jane_Smith_Sketch_CatonMat
(If your work is in another formant we prefer it as a hyperlink or an attachment less
than 20MB.)

THANK YOU!
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